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IV. Reunion

such a rushing of out-stretched arms

Slower \( \dot{\ }} = 86 \quad \text{rit.} \quad \text{clear be tween.} \quad \text{A breeze,}

A tempo \( \dot{\ }} = 86 \quad \text{more gentle if the were}

clear be tween.

Poco meno

almost playful

chill edged, would be created by the speed of
spread hands     on taut limbs

more urgently

fore bodies, adrenaline driven, would find,     on

building

impact, such a peace, such a reign of

IV. Reunion

\( j = 112 \)
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Slower $\bar{=}$ 98

IV. Reunion

Poco meno

Right - - - ness

Ease back

Langorously

In that union

Poco meno

With longing rit.

In that union

$\bar{=}$ 100

Rit.

$mp$

P

This page contains sheet music for a musical piece titled IV. Reunion. The notation indicates sections with different tempo markings: Slower $\bar{=}$ 98 and $\bar{=}$ 100. The piece includes dynamic indications such as Poco meno and P with a soft marking. Musical notation and text are shown with various symbols and annotations typical of sheet music.